Borag Thungg Earthlets,

W

hen 2000AD announced a #dayofdredd on 7th September 2019
we had already made Batman plans for our ComicScene issue out
that month, with 2000AD goodness planned for our October issue.
So what to do?
Well, we decided to capture the spirit of punk and '77 and produce
a fly by the seat of your pants totally 100% unofficial publication with a
couple of pals from the Facebook Group 1977 to 2000AD for Dredd fans
everywhere. And here it is. ComicZine Issue 1! If you are reading it, you
bought it. You are truly Squaxx Dek Thargo.
With some great art from Charlie Gillespie, Jon Mitchell, Lyndon Webb
and cover artist Ed Doyle we have interviews with Dredd co-creator John
Wagner (whose Rok of the Reds comes to ComicScene in November),
Former Tharg Steve MacManus (you can get a first look at his new book in
ComicScene in September) and classic artists Ian Gibson and John Higgins.
You can also read more about the new project '77 too.
Thanks to everyone involved for their time, energy
and contributions to our wee celebration of
comics, 2000AD and Dredd. We hope you
enjoy the zine and its a worthwhile oddity to
your collection of the galaxy's greatest comic.
A space oddity!
If you love this, you'll love
ComicScene Magazine. You can get
back issues and subscribe at
www.getmycomics.com/comicscene
(you can also order your 2000AD
from there too!).

A 1977-2000AD CONVERSATION WITH
JOHN WAGNER & DAN CORNWELL AT LAWLESS
were using it and started using it myself!
It was obviously affectionate, I mean if
they'd used Carlos 'Rat' it would have
been different!
Dan Cornwell: I mean I struggled with his
name to start with!

B

enKSy: So we're delighted to have
along with us at the end of the
day at Lawless, John Wagner and
Dan Cornwell. It's nice to meet you both.
We're 1977-2000AD and we pride
ourselves as hanging around on
Facebook longer than any other 2000AD
group. This year we've basically done a
few new things and had a lot of fun. One
of things that Dave put together was the
Golden Squirrel Awards and you've both
been nominated for one. I'd explain why
they're called that but if you don't know
I'll ask you John if you might explain John Wagner: Sure, I'm happy to do so.
It's because Squirrel is the familiar name
for Ezquerra. Charlie Squirrel! He used to
laugh about it, he quite liked that.
Ben: Was that because of how his name
was picked up by the English or even a
Scottish ear?
John: I didn't start it. It was something
that came from the fans. I realised they

Dave Heeley: When I first planned it
Carlos was ill but I remember reading a
Megazine article saying that he quite got
off on people calling him that. I mean
some people wouldn't like it. Anyway
then he passed whilst I was half way
through organising so it was used in a
way to honour him. Then when the votes
started coming in it was obvious he was
going to win. He was the favourite and
not just because how good Dredd is.
When you think of Dredd you think of
Carlos and (us older fans) would then
think of McMahon and Bolland...
Steve Bull: We had to be careful when
designing the poll because everything
could be so Dredd heavy.
Ben: We have decided that we will
slightly change the structure of the next
poll, looking to focus more on up and
coming talent and the efforts that people
are putting out throughout the year . We
were all talking earlier about how there
doesn't seem to be many awards we
know of anymore. I don't know when the
Eagles stopped?
Dan C: Didn't they finish about 5 years
ago?
Dave: I started re-reading the entire run
of 2000AD and I got to the cover by

Bryan Talbot of Torquemada, which had
the strap-line 'Voted the Best Villain of
the Year' at the Eagle Awards. As a kid I
had no way of voting but I thought that
they were really cool and that I'd love to
do that.
John W: Well it certainly doesn't do
comics any harm does it?
Dan C: No one's in it to get an award but
the recognition is nice though. Did you
do a cover of the year award?
Dave: No but we will be doing that next
time. To be honest there is such a rich
vein of talent and content over such a
long period of time I split it into two
periods, from 1977-1997 and 1998-2019
because if I just did from 1977-2019
we'd probably only get nominations for
those early years!
Dave: Well it turned out that John, you
steam-rollered both awards but we're
only going to give you one award!
John W: Well I don't know the year they
revived the awards, '78, if they were
Eagles but for best writer I won third
place, second place and first! (Laughs),
with my different pseudonyms. Wagner
was third, Grover second and Howard
first!
Dave: It wasn't until I was about twenty
until I realised that they were all the same
person.
Steve: They could have had a podium for
all three and then seen what would have
happened!
Ben: So we asked Steve MacManus,
looking back, what he would have
changed if he could have to make the
quality of the editions he put out even
better. Do you know what he said? 'Put

out more work from the aliases!' You
were sometimes producing three stories
a week.
Dan C: Why did you do that, I mean used
three different names?
John W: Well I did that partly because I
didn't want trouble. In those days middle
class newspapers, when they didn't have
much on, would pick on comics and
especially my violent kind of comics!
And then of course I thought 'What the
hell, what does it matter!' and I used to
love coming up with pseudonyms and
different names.
Dan C: I used to use a one. If you find
any of my older work you'll see it's by
Dan Jakarta. I'd googled Dan Cornwell
and there is an American commercial
illustrator with that name and his
signature is almost identical to mine! But
now I just stick with my name. I'm the
one in comics!
Ben: So who approached who and how
long have you guys been working
together?
Dan C: It's been four years. I was driving
a bus. On the cab where you have the
binnacle which is fairly deep set, I'd keep
my phone. Well it's upside down, you
can't read it nor are you allowed to. Well
it pinged and when I got to a set of traffic
lights I saw that is was a Facebook
message from John Wagner. I just
thought someone was taking the piss,
making a joke or something. I drove
back along the route to terminus with my
heart pounding. I read it once I was
parked up, and it said 'Do you like
football and can you draw it?' And
whether I could draw it or not... (John
and Dan now both laughing loudly), well
that didn't matter, I was going to draw it!

I remember looking at the message
thinking 'That's my golden ticket'.

actually saw your work in Zarjaz, or was it
Dog Breath?

John: I remember he told me nervously
that he was a Manchester United
supporter and he hoped I didn't mind. It
happens that I am too.

Steve: Is that somewhere you look for
talent or was that a coincidence?

Steve: Is that why the kit is red?
Ben: (Interrupting) ...well we're going to
have to end the interview there as I'm a
Liverpool fan. Thank you very much for
your time (laughs)....
Dan C: John said that the kit was going
to be red shirt, red shorts and red socks,
all red. Well that made me quite sick and
so I told John that they had to at least
have white socks because otherwise it's
going to be a Liverpool kit!
John W: Yeah absolutely. We wouldn't
have gone through with it if it hadn't
have changed!
Dave: It's almost like something out of a
film. I mean regardless how you feel
about yourself John, you are the most
famous comics writer in Britain, who
approached a bus driver to draw for him.
Dan C: I left the bus terminus ten
minutes late. I smoked back then and I
was just chain smoking because I was
just so excited! My passengers were
queuing up waiting to get on the bus
and there I am around the back chain
smoking!
Steve: Oh that's so disappointing! In my
version John gets on the bus, it's a bit
steamy inside, there's a little drawing
you've done with your finger and he
thinks 'Hey that bus driver can really
draw!'
John W: Maybe we'll have to change the
story about how we met now. But I

John W: Well it's because I was looking
for an artist, and I knew there are some
good artists there. I picked out another
guy but made the mistake of telling him
when I met him that he'd made the
shortlist. It didn't happen for him.
Dan C: Yeah, he's a bus driver now!
Ben: Well yeah, of course there was a
bus that needs driving...
Dave: So how long did you have to keep
quiet about this? It must have killed you
to keep it to yourself.
Dan C: Well when the time came I asked
John and then it was out there. It got
across Facebook pretty quickly!
Ben: And the life of the artist, is it
everything you thought it would be?
Dan C: When you go from a steady job,
where unbelievably I was paid weekly on
the buses, I was never short of money
because every Thursday there'd be a
certain amount of money going in to the
account. With this work you've got to
think months ahead, you've got think
when's the next thing coming, the next
script coming. It's the only issue I've got.
Ben: So are you partners in crime or
(John) are you his boss? Are you in fact
paying him?
John W: Yeah, I'm paying him which is
why I'm so much in debt.
Steve: So does he get more than a busdriver?
John W: No I don't think so. But the irony
is that now he has gone freelance he

can't afford to draw Rok anymore
because I'm not paying enough. And
that's why we're doing the kickstarter.
Dan C: He sent me three wonderful
scripts for Rok the God and I just want to
get into them, just draw them. We've
done one issue but I've got to do it in my
spare time because I've got to the page
rate to keep the wolf from the door.
John W: So when he takes the bus he'll
be using that to draw!
Dave: Which makes you wonder about
artists having time to do commissions as
well?
John W: Well my guess is that they don't
take so much thought. At the end Carlos
was mostly just doing commissions and
they were really lovely work.
Ben: I'd guess he'd be able to a couple a
day. I was one of those people on the list
who unfortunately won't get their
commission, but those I saw and people
would share them when they received
them on the Facebook group, they really
were wonderful pieces.
So Dan, what are working on that
moment?
Dan C: I've just finished the Max Normal
series, which was ten episodes. I make
things difficult for myself for example the
detail I put into some pages, there's one
in the Max story based in a a museum
and for some reason I just wanted to go
to town over the layout of the rooms.
And there's this temple in the Rok series.
I'm not just going to do a plain floor,
there's a tiling pattern and a third of the
way through I'm like 'What have I done?'
because it's in perspective and it's really
hard to do!

Dave: Max has been really popular. Do
think they'll be another series?
Dan C: Well that's up to Matt Smith but I
suppose that's how it works, if it's been
well received then there might well be
another series. I hope so.
Steve: And John you created Max, all
that way back around prog 20 and then
he makes a major return in Block Mania
and he always seems to survive. Did you
think about doing his back story back
then?
John W: I'm not into back stories. Unless
it pays!
Steve: So Dan, now you're talking about
page rates and how much time you have
spare to do Rok. When you were driving
the bus, how much time were you
drawing?
Dan C: Well before I was a bus-driver I
was a baker. I'd stopped drawing about
'98 until 2005 when I became a busdriver. My rota meant that I worked four
long days and had three days off. On
those days off and when my wife wasn't
at home I'd think 'What am I'm going to
do?' and I pulled out the old drawings
and started doing them again and
started doing more and more and more.
I then got some work for Future Quake
and that's when it clicked, I thought
'There is nothing more I want to do than
draw comics'.
Ben: We're noticing that more and more
people are posting their work, saying
that they're returning to drawing after 10,
15, 20 years. It seems to be a trend
amongst a lot of people that we have
dealings with. they are being influenced
by people's success later in life and
therefore are picking up pencils, pens

and brushes again, or returning to
writing after having put those things
down a long time ago for one reason or
another. I think it's a really good thing
and we want to encourage that.
Dan C: It's never too late. I listened to a
Jim Lee interview. He was asked 'What is
the oldest that you know of someone
breaking into comics?' and he said 'in
there late thirties' but I think that's daft
because there's decades of work that are
there after that.
Dave: Well we can cite the case of Karen
Holloway, who's produced a Future
Shock with Glenn Fabry and that's what
2000AD can offer.
Dan C: What about Steve Austin? He's
roughly the same age as me and he's
just broken in. What about Paul Williams?
That's brilliant that they're getting a
chance regardless of the fact that they're
in their late thirties and early forties.
Dave: That's what I love about 2000AD at
the moment. I love the art. I have no
worries about the art, it's brilliant. They
are so many great artists breaking
through. Writers, I don't know. I don't
know can be done about nurturing them.
You've got so many good writers that
have been around a long time, no
disrespect John, but where are the new
writers coming from?
Ben: John, did you do any writing or
journalism courses?
John W: No. I went to DC Thompson in
my teens
Dan C: I failed at GCSE art. Okay it was a
'D' but that's not considered a pass is it?
I remember that Mr Green my art teacher
took away the fine detail brush and put a
great big 'bog-off' one in my hand
instead.

Ben: Let's see if we can't find him for you
and send him a complimentary copy of
Rok! and the Judge Dredd and Max
Normal work you've been working on.
Steve: If it's any consolation I failed my
bus-driving!
Dave: So who are your biggest artist
influences?
Dan C: I have so many on both sides of
the pond and Japanese artists as well.
Carlos, but he grew on me. I picked up
2000AD because of Bisley's Slaine the
Horned God. I was a paper boy and I
never knew that comics could be like
that, so detailed and painted in that way.
Shortly after that Necropolis by Carlos
(and John Wagner) and again that
artwork blew me away. Frank Quitely,
Mick McMahon, Sean Gordon Murphy, I
think my style doesn't match any of
those. People have said that my work
reminds them of McMahon, and with my
first pages of the new Rok! I've had
people say Bolland.
John W: I'd agree, they are nice clean
lines but that's not a problem.
Dan C: But I don't actually like such clean
lines. I agree that they I've sharpened up
since I did the first work with John but I
guess when you do something full time it
sharpens up quickly.
Ben: How do you work?
Dan C: On A3 paper. I did change over
to doing my pencils on computer and
transferring them over but I found them
a bit 'dead' so I stopped doing that. On
computer you can do it, move it, remove
it and I found it didn't have the life I was
finding when you commit to it when
drawing on paper. It's interesting
because when you come to a places like
this (Lawless convention) you can ask to

see people's work and they're like 'Sure,
have a look at my i-Pad' but while there's
a place for that I love it when I can hold a
piece of work in my hands and see the
process involved but there are artists like
Dylan Teague and Ryan Brown who can
do it both ways and when you see their
work you have no idea which way they
did it! (laughs)
Ben: So you're starting to get to more
conventions Dan, how many are you
doing this summer?
Dan C: Only a couple then I'm done. I've
got a lot of work to do.
John W: I'm doing Comics Salopia next
(which was 1st-2nd June) in the Gaol. It's
going to be a great festival and then a
couple more. But I'm learning which
ones to avoid and only do what I have to
unless we've got something to sell like
Rok the God. We should be able to get
the first issue to Birmingham on August
3rd. Abbey is doing the colouring and
she's on it now. So we should be
bringing some with us there.
Dave: Which is great because I'll be
there and will report back to the group
about another genuine comics based
festival, like this and Lawless.
Ben: So if I may I'd like to award you
John with your award for 'Best writer
1977-2019' but you'll have up your
game for next year...
Dave: Because we're going to make
yours a named award so next year the
award will be 'The John Wagner writing
award' so it will be handed out to
somebody different! Everybody who's
won will be taken out of the pot and put
into the 'Hall of Fame'.

John W: Well that's appreciated as I
haven't won anything for years.
Dave: And here's yours Dan for best
Newcomer's voted for by the members
of 1977-2000AD. Well done, it's really
well deserved. And who knows, maybe
next year we'll be invited back and even
do a panel and announce the winners, if
they'll have us!
Interview by BenKSy,
Dave Heeley and Steve Bull
Photo credit: Pat Floyd
Judge Dredd © Rebellion
ROK © John Wagner
Golden Squirrel awards ©
1977-2000AD
1977-2000AD is Facebook's original
and friendliest 2000AD group.

ROK
OF THE REDS
By Dredd co-creator
John Wagner, Alan Grant
& Dan Cornwell
Book 1 comes to ComicScene
in November. Subscribe at
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Read for FREE the 320 page
Great Big ComicScene Annual 2019
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THE PODCAST

Catch up with the
ComicScene Podcast
Featuring interviews with 2000AD
creators Cam Kennedy, Pat Mills,
Olivia Hicks and Anna Morozova
at soundcloud.com/ComicScene
or Spotify & iTunes.
Presented by Phillip Vaughn

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN STEVE MACMANUS
(TMO) & 1977-2000AD AT LAWLESS 2019
and he really contributed so much and
then with Halo and DR and Quinch which
seem to be held in great affection. I loved
that series.

B

en K Sy: So we’ve got Steve
MacManus with us in the bar at
Lawless. We would all agree that it is
because of your work in Action and
2000AD that we’re all here. In fact I
stopped buying the prog when you
finished your stint at the title.
TMO: So did I!
Bully: I was just talking with TMO about that
‘Golden-age’. Much as TMO was quite
humble about that and thought he was
quite lucky you make your own luck and he
was a massive reason for the success of it.
Dave: And I can’t think of a period for an
anthology comic where someone could
bring together such talent as that. All at
once you’d have five stories mostly all
firing, and then with the Future Shocks
mostly hitting the mark, especially with
those Alan Moore Future Shocks on top, it
must have been a question of you thinking
each week 'how I can top this?'
TMO: Alan Moore was a godsend because
he gave us diversity to use that analogy

Dave: Absolutely, we all love it! One of the
things I find fascinating is that amongst our
1100 plus members, which is not that large
in comparison to other 2000AD Facebook
groups, they’re very active and very
passionate, but amongst them only 200 or
so still buy the prog. But say if we have a
post featuring DR and Quinch, we’ll get fifty
year old guys giving amazing feedback
and all the quotes such as ‘Mind the
oranges Marlon!’. It stays with you and I
think that’s testament to the editorship and
the quality of the creators work.
Ben K Sy: I wonder if there were peaks and
troughs, with sometimes you scrabbling for
stuff and other times almost pushing stuff
away?
TMO: Well we weren’t allowed to
commission too much stuff, with budgets
we couldn’t go over, so it was the case
more often than not of not having enough
stuff.
Ben K Sy: And how do you feel when
people say it was a Golden era? Are you at
all embarrassed or do you think ‘we
worked damn hard, we had a great
product and deserve that description’?
TMO: Well like American comics had a
Golden Age and Silver Age, perhaps will
look back at 2000AD from that era and
give it that honour, I don’t know, but I think
it was a good time.

Ben K Sy: Were you aware a couple of
years in to your tenure, say about prog 200
in 1981 that it was something more than
just a boys comic?
TMO: There was certainly something in the
air, in the ether. We became aware that it
wasn’t just another boys comic. The then 10
year old was now 15, and no-one in their
right mind would have commissioned Halo
Jones in edition one of 2000AD.
Ben K Sy: I could be wrong but apart from
the newscaster in Invasion declaring the
Volgan Invasion of the UK, the only other
woman in that prog was a politician being
shot on the steps of St. Pauls Cathedral
from the same strip. It shows how things
had moved on.
Dave: Going back to your writing. You’ve
written ‘My life in the Nerve Centre', and
‘Elmswood’ but back then you were writing
MACH-1. In my opinion you wrote some of
the best stories beautifully illustrated by
Mike Dorey. Did you ever feel that you’d
liked to have contributed more as a writer,
or did you have to think I need to step
back, I’m the editor?
TMO: I don’t think I’m a very good comic
writer, I’m better at text. Regarding MACH1, I worked with Pat Mills. He was my editor
so he gave me the ideas so they weren’t
hard to write! I really enjoyed MACH-Zero,
and to answer your question I could have
gone on to develop my techniques to get
better but in my opinion you can’t do both
editing for a mainstream comic and
contribute to the writing.
I’m very much a glass half empty kind of
bloke so I feel that about my writing at the
time. I could be sitting here with the award
for best writer now! Who knows?
BC: Ron Smith illustrated John Wagner’s
scripts for those. The 1977-2000AD
membership awarded Ron Smith last years

‘Lifetime service award. I feel that like a
good Burgundy wine he gets better and
more appreciated the older the reader
gets! I didn’t really appreciate his zany
almost ‘comicy’ style then but now I see his
amazing sense of humour, zany details and
Mega-scapes and nobody in my opinion
gives you more ‘thrill power per square
inch of page’ than Ron. What are your
thoughts and memories of the now sadly
departed Ron Smith?
TMO: He was part of the old school, Ron
Turner, Ian Kennedy and Ron Smith. I
encouraged them all to work for 2000AD
but sadly only Ron Smith was able to put in
a stint although did feature at some time
during my editorship. A lot of the old talent
at IPC were ex-army, maybe hanging on for
their pensions. I was a young guy at the
time, 26-27 years old. A lot of them had a
routine when they’d break out the sherry
about eleven o’clock! I guess it’s like being
the new boy at school, the old buys might
duff you up once or twice but eventually
they’d lose interest and let you get on with
your job.
Ben K Sy: And then came along ‘The Best
of 2000AD’.
Dave: Being slightly younger when the
Best of 2000AD came it was a complete
revelation to me! I’d learnt to read with
20000AD but was really young, only 3 or 4
when 2000Ad started. The Blood of
Satanus, The Apocalypse War and so many
earlier series were included. To have that
brilliant reading material at hand was an
amazing experience for me!
TMO: It was me who chose the content and
then ‘The Daily Dredds’ were commissions
for the Daily Star.
Bully: Looking back, with so much talent
and the success of the prog, looking back
how might have you made it even better?

TMO: We could have added more pages
and had more colour on better paper. And
more stories from John Wagner and Alan
Moore under pseudonyms!
Ben K Sy: We’ve got prog 500 in front of
us. Possibly the greatest edition of the best
comic from the past 40-50 years at its
absolute peak as many fans would testify.
What did that prog mean to you? Am I right
in thinking that that was your swansong
and you walked away?
TMO – I was walking. I was out of the door, I
was leaving the company. They called me
to a lunch and asked me what I was doing. I
said I was going to America. I had always
wanted to go and that was what I was
going to do. They said ‘go ahead. But come
back after three months and launch a new
comic for us’.
Ben K Sy: So you handed over to Richard
Burton. Was there a hand-over or was it that
you were out and he was in?
TMO: I just gave him the ‘Make-up book’
that showed you what we’d bought and
when it was due out. He had worked on it
before, and that’s how the character of
‘Burt’ came about.
Dave: Reading about that in the book, it
seemed the America trip was really a jolly
for you. Was it?
TMO: Yes it was. It was a great time. The
women seemed to like the English
accent…
Ben K Sy: Yeah, the Hugh Grant effect?
TMO: Something like that! Any way I came
back and was in a separate office working
on Crisis. I could see they (the 2000AD
staff) were struggling to keep up. There
wasn’t a hand over, I felt it was a bit of a
hospital pass. I also thought Crisis should
have been a super hero comic not a

political one. But after a short while it wasn’t
my problem any more.
Bully: So here’s the thing. How can you
solve the problem of ensuring 2000AD is
still with us in another forty years’ time?
TMO: I don’t know. I won’t certainly be
around! But as long as there are people
who want to write comics and draw comics
then 2000AD will still be an outlet or
vehicle for them.
Ben K Sy: I don’t think I’m doing the current
creators a disservice by only buying the
collected books, in fact I was talking to
David Lloyd (V for Vendetta) earlier who is
only releasing work for Ace Weekly via a
digital subscription service because people
find it convenient and perhaps they haven’t
got the physical space for another
collection of comics.
Dave: I remember reading each prog 2030 times back in the day but now will buy
the copy, read it and put it away. Later I’ll
buy the collected editions so I can enjoy
the stories in that format all in one go.
At this point Dave got his prog 500 out
again and asked Steve MacManus to sign
it. And we then surprised Steve by
presenting him with the 1977-2000AD
Golden squirrel award for favourite editor
of all time. For us he’s Tharg the mighty one
and we are thrilled to know that he still
keeps his eye on the goings on at the
Galaxy’s Greatest comic, 2000AD via our
Facebook group.
1977-2000AD is the Original and
friendliest group on Facebook
Interview carried out by Ben Cullis
Dave Heeley and Steve Bull.
Photo credit: Pat Floyd.

AN INTERVIEW / Q&A WITH LEGENDARY
2000AD ARTIST IAN GIBSON
QUESTIONS FROM STEVE BULL (1977-2000AD)
publications. The silliest one I recall was
called 'The Finger'. You can imagine how
'dramatic that was!!
Steve: Haha there's a few people I'd like to
give that comic to!
Steve: John Higgins spoke to us about
walking into the 2000AD offices back in the
day with his portfolio and securing work.
How did working for 2000AD come about
for you?
Ian: I'd worked with John Wagner on his
teve: Ok let’s get this party started: Valiant mag, doing a cover and some
episodes of 'Death Wish'. So he knew me and
Why Comics? Was it always the
I chatted with him and Pat while they were
dream?
plotting their 2000AD ideas. I'd always
Ian: An accident! This could be a very long
wanted to do sci-fi and had been writing my
and convoluted answer, that goes back to the
own stuff. So my agent showed them some of
age of seven, my college days and my time in
my old pencils from around 71 and they said:
computers - so I'll stick with the 'accident'.
OK.
Steve: Intrigued, I guess we'll expand on that
Steve: As a reader 2000AD felt special
one another time. Everyone remembers their
amongst all the comics from the era. Did you
first time! So… do you remember the first art
feel this as a creator or was it just another paid
you were ever paid for?
gig?
Ian: I think it was for a Steve Moore magazine.
Ian: As I said I'd always wanted to do sci-fi but
And it featured WW1 planes. Probably
in the early 70's there was none on the British
rubbish. Probably not paid well!
market. So I'd been grinding away on horror
Steve: Can you name a few strips we’d have comics and love stories, which is maybe why I
seen your work in before you reached
tend to be good at drawing the ladies. So it
2000AD pages? Any favourites?
was more a relief to be able to open up my
imagination.
Ian: My favourites were the Bionic Woman

S

annuals I did for Brown and Watson in the
mid 70's. But they're not really 'strips'. Before
that I was writing a girl's adventure story for
the Swedish market. And before that I was
working on Pocket Horror library for Star

Steve: Can you explain a little of the process
back then in terms of being paired with a
writer or just given a script to draw? How did
they choose you to do that early Dredd work
for instance?

their wisdom, the editors decided it was time
to run the Slade story and they figured that
Jose would be a perfect blend with my style.
John had written the story for me. So I really
don't understand their thinking. But they did
phone me up and say "Oooops!!!" I said "No
worries. Just throw the pages away and we'll
start over!" and they said "No can do! We've
paid for this 'stuff' so can you 'fix it'?? I said
"Give me two intro pages to set the style and
I'll do what I can with the rest." Editors huh?
Steve: I bloody love Elvis...er...I digress.
Dream Team!..... In your career which one
writer did you feel you most connected with
on stories? Can you elaborate?
Ian: I think it has to be John (Wagner). I love
him as a writer and as an elephant
impersonator. He has that important
'personal' touch. Like instead of writing
Ian: No clue! I wasn't privvy to the editorial
'crowd scene' he writes 'One of YOUR crowd
decisions about how what and where. But
scenes'! And he used to call me up to discuss
once John had seen my robots in the first
ideas, which didn't always work, as in the Day
Robot Wars story, he dreamed up
of the Droids he talked on the phone about
Robohunter to suit my talents.
these enormous Mafia tanks, but I didn't
Steve: Women and Robots! I’m a big fan of
both and you’re pretty incredible at drawing recognise them in the script when it arrived.
So I missed the chance to play with the idea
both. So what’s the most fun?
of mega versions of the old gangster cars of
Ian: It's a close run thing, as when you've
the 30's. My bad. But when he called to ask
designed a robot that works well for the part
where we should host the olympics our
in the story you feel satisfied; with ladies you
minds were much more aligned.... and as a
don't have the same 'leeway' as far as design
result the Return of the Taxidermist was a lot
goes, unless you are doing weird alien ladies,
of fun.
and I don't recall having done very many of
those. So it's a matter of getting it right so she Steve: Other Comic Artists! Who’s your
favourite ever?
looks like she can walk without falling down
Ian: That's a really tough one!!
and smile without her face splitting open.
Simpulz.
I've worked with Jesus Redondo, who is an
Steve: Simpulz! Robo-Hunter is almost the
perfect showcase for your Robots so Jose Luis
Ferrer got the original gig??? Any idea why
you weren’t the chosen one from the start?
Ian: I was busy on the Moon with Luna
Marshall Dredd and Elvis the Killer Car. So, in

absolute master as well as being a wonderful
person.

I had the honour of sitting with Al Williamson
at Norcon, as we drew pictures for charity and
chatted about paper stocks and inking styles.
Beautiful man and beautiful artist. I had a fun
time sketching with Esteban Maroto at a

convention where his wife christened me
'Santa Claus' because I had my DC bag full
of pens, pencils and materials for him to play
with. And boy, did he play!!
But the one artist that I rate most highly is
Victor De la Fuente. For his perfect design,
his ease and fluency with all manner of men,
women and animals. And his imagination!
Steve: I'll be googling Fuente later then.
Outside of Comics do you have a favourite
Traditional Artist?
Ian: At last an easy one. Though I was blown
away by seeing Turner's sketch books of the
Greek Islands which make all abstract
modern artists look stupidly inadequate. I
have to go for Lawrence Alma Tadema.
Steve: What's your opinion on digital art?
Ian: I have no opinion. I just avoid it.
Steve: One For Fun! Let’s play
Shag/Marry/Kill…. I hope you’ve heard of
this game before otherwise this is gonna get
very weird. Basically, all the characters you’ve
ever drawn. choose one for each category.
Ian: I'm much too old and low on libido to
be interested in 'shagging' any characters,
even Anderson. And having been married
twice, I know well enough to leave that
alone. So that just leaves us with 'Kill' and I
already had the privilege of killing off Mutie
the Pig ( aka Judge Gibson ). So I guess I'm
done.
Steve: What’s your Kryptonite? What do you
not like drawing?
Ian: That's easy - animals. I drool over Ron
Embleton's books of animals and charging
cavalries etc and the mad dogs he used to
put into the Wicked Wanda strip. I was
drawing a sci-fi fantasy story I'd written and
the main characters were crossing a river on
horseback. And my girlfriend of the time (
back in 1970 ) said quite clearly : "You can't
draw horses!" .... "Crushed!!" So there have

been very few occasions where I've included
animals - once in 'I was a Teenage Tax
Consultant', once where I drew my cats
climbing over my artwork on a self portrait,
and once where I drew horses drawing the
Royal Carriage for Charie and Diana's
wedding issue.
Steve: What was your worst job outside of
comics?
Ian: 'Loppin' brocs'. I was 12 and working in
a green grocers, quite illegally. And apart
from having to carry half hundredweight
sacks of potatoes - sitting in the back room
with a knife sharp enough to split atoms and
trying to trim the leaves off cauliflowers
without damaging the heads or losing any
fingers.
Steve: Do you have a page/piece of artwork
you are most proud of?
Ian: None that have seen print. I'm pretty
happy with some of my 'Lifeboat' pages. But
only some.
Steve: Is there a comic strip/character you
wished you’d had a chanceto work on?
Ian: Not really.I was kind of hoping that when
Frank Bellamy left us, that I'd be able to pick
up the Garth gig. But that would have just
been as homage to Frank. And I got the
chance to salute his work for the format of
the 'daily strip' when I was asked to do
Dredd for the Star. So, even though the
money was the other side of pathetic, I
wanted to pay my respects to legends of the
genre like Al Williamson and Frank.
Steve: With the interaction of Facebook
groups such as ‘Imagination of Ian Gibson’
and ‘1977-2000AD’ how does it feel seeing
the affection and love that exists for you and
your work?
Ian: I'm amazed and delighted. After all - I
was just trying to make a living!
Steve: Thank you Ian that was great.

JOHN HIGGINS IN CONVERSATION WITH
BULL AND BEN K SY AT LAWLESS 2019

B

en K Sy: So it’s the end of the day
at Lawless. How’s it been for you
today John?

JH: It’s been great, very busy. The
organisers, especially Su Haddrell have
been magnificent, rushing around
making sure everything is OK. I loved the
fact that they brought pizza round for
everyone half way through the day. The
only problem is that I dripped grease
over my hand so I had to take a break,
which wasn’t a bad thing. At Lawless I
guess I know all of the creators, writers
and artists so it’s like a big reunion for
me and the great thing about 2000AD
it’s all the people that I started in the
business with and have known them for
most of my career, so it’s been great fun.

Ben K Sy: So regarding these
conventions, you get a few months’
notice to organise and plan your
itinerary, so are you the kind of artist who
pitches up with commissions you’ve
taken up or do you just see who comes
to your desk and take it from there?
JH: Yeah, very much so. Sketching is just
an extended signature as far as I’m
concerned. I know some people see it as
a new revenue stream and some do very
well out of conventions and are very,
very organised and some people make it
a very part of their income. But that’s not
really my thing. I want to sketch for the
people who are buying my books or
have bought them in the past. I only
charge a small amount. It’s great because

you make that connection, having a chat
with them and it’s a fun thing to do.
Steve: From a fans point of view there’s
nothing nicer than maybe taking pictures
of the artist doing the sketch and then
having that little interaction with them
and you come away with a nice sketch
and a great memory of the event.
Ben K Sy: What were the most popular
sketches today?
JH: Dredd and Rorschach, which I’m
always really happy to do because I can
almost do them with my eyes shut! The
weird thing about Dredd is that you can
make him look so different, and I guess
the same with Rorschach where it’s only
blobs but you can make him happy or
sad.
Steve: That’s interesting that you say that
because your Dredd, his helmet shape,
and chin really stand up over the history
of 2000AD.
JH: Why thank you!
Steve: I mentioned to a friend that I was
seeing you here. And twenty five years
on from reading the comic he
immediately said that he loved your
Dredd. It just popped up, the first artist
he thought of was you and your Dredd!
Your covers are very memorable and
really they stick in the mind.
JH: Well it’s nice that people think that.
Ben K Sy: Your career has seen
enormous changes in the printing
technologies that have been used to
produce 2000AD. The most notable

change was from prog 500, where you
had a rich vein of covers and of course
you were involved in some other very
memorable work at the same time, most
notably Watchmen. But your first cover
for 2000AD was for the Summer special
that came out in 1986?
JH: Oh yes I think so, the Dredd halfface. Yes it was my first Dredd cover on
glossy print. Dave (Gibbons) and I then
did the ten year birthday edition, issue
520. As we’d obviously done Watchmen
and when someone creates a team other
people want to use the same team for
their publication and hope to have a
similar success. I can’t remember if Dave
did the pencils, or the inks but I ended
up doing the colour and the printers had
just got a digital scanner. That was
before we all had PC’s. So that cover was
the first they ever had scanned in
digitally. The problem was, and it bugs
me still, is that they had it on the default
setting from the factory, so the colours
were desaturated. They had absolutely
no idea of how to use it!
Steve: Really?
JH: Yeah, so they scanned it in and the
colours were just all washed out. So they
did start doing things digitally then but
the frustrating thing for artists,
particularly colour artists was that they
scanned it on a drum. If you did your
work on board you’d have to strip off
that millimetre of paper so it could be
bent onto the drum!
Ben K Sy: So now thirty years on I
imagine you work digitally?
JH: Yeah, I went digital quite early on,
around ‘95 or ’96 something like that

using a Mac that was so expensive you
could have got a family for the same
amount! It had something like 10 meg of
RAM. You had to do a piece of A3
artwork in two halves, it was mad! Both
Dave Gibbons and Angus McKay had
just got computers and were very
digitally aware so I guessed I followed
their lead. Angus coloured Dave’s ‘Give
me liberty’. He was known a s a science
fiction cover artist. I admired his colour
palette and his technical abilities, so they
both gave me a lot of help which was a
lot of fun.
Ben K Sy: Am I right that Pantone created
a Watchmen set of colours or did they
come about in a different way?
JH: (Laughs) No, they didn’t! They came
about because I worked for a company
called COMEX who were working on the
range. They certainly are an unusual
range though, mostly being tertiary
colours.
Ben K Sy: Did Alan Moore then describe
the colours and their temperatures and
hues in some scenes?
JH: Yeah in some scenes he went into
tremendous detail about the colour
effects he was looking for. For example in
the Rorschach scene in Moloch’s home,
he wanted a neon sign outside going on
and off, on and off but I’m not sure if his
description sometimes might have been
any more than just ‘garish’ or ‘red’.
Ben K Sy: With the recoloured ‘Absolute’
edition of Watchmen, did that take
longer than the original edition?

JH: Dave was really sensible. For
example in the famous shot of
Manhattan exploding the blue blues and
greys on the edge of the frame jarred in
the original but still stepped the colours
though. DC had bought a colouring
studio, a massive place with hundreds of
people, so they didn’t scan it, they
recreated the colours digitally, exactly as
it was in the original editions. We had an
awful grey tone in issue 1 and 2 that we
removed in the Absolute edition. So I got
given all the flat tiles and re-digitalised it.
I was going to modernise it, using
modelling but Dave said ’Don’t do it!’. So
I didn’t! And I’m really pleased I didn’t.
Ben K Sy: In part your work has been at
the fore front in the push of technology.
There have many different editions and I
doubt you have much dealing with the
HBO series as well? I saw a very
disturbing image of a classroom of mini
Rorschachs. Have you had anything to
with the development of that?
JH: Alan definitely didn’t but Dave,
maybe? I know for certain that he had a
lot to do with the movie. He went over as
a sort of ambassador for creativity.
Maybe he has some kind of consultancy,
as Dave is very astute to making the best
out of Watchmen creatively and
financially.
Ben K Sy: So earlier I saw the collected
Tales of RazorJack on your desk. You
illustrated and scripted those and of
course you’ve recently released Beyond
Watchmen which I purchased from you
at last years’ Lawgiver. What other work
are you presently involved with?

JH: Mostly Rebellion, who keep me busy.
Steve: How did you originally get
involved with 2000Ad all those years
ago?
JH: So as mentioned in my book,
‘Beyond Watchmen and Judge Dredd:
The Art of John Higgins’ it was so much
easier on those days to get into the
business when we first started. We could
literally turn up at the offices of 2000Ad
and IPC, we’d ring up to make an
appointment beforehand and say ‘Can I
show you my portfolio?’. They’d usually
say ‘yes’, that’s unbelievable and
nowadays that’d be just a dream.
Everything is done digitally, all the big
companies have a digital portfolio review
if you want to send stuff in.
Steve: So you took that route? You
literally turned up at their doors with
your portfolio?
JH: Yeah, we went upstairs and talked to
these lovely people. It would have Kelvin
Gosnell at the time and a lovely art
director and other staff. Because they
had so many juvenile titles it was quite a
big department, with cartoon titles as
well, such as 'Pow!' and 'Zap!' and they
were doing 'Look and Learn' and other
magazine titles, so you could walk
around and talk to half a dozen different
title editors. It was so much fun in those
days. You could talk to so many different
creative people.
Steve: Did you know what you wanted to
work on, or did you go there with a
mixed portfolio and an open mind?

JH: No, I just wanted to work for 2000Ad,
for a science fiction title. I was going to
be that or a science fiction book cover
artist.
(At this point Steve pulls out FOUR
copies of John’s earliest work for
2000AD)
JH: Goodness me!
Ben K Sy: Here are a few copies of prog
43 if you’d be kind enough to sign.
John, I remember seeing the original
artwork, rather whitened and corrected,
the cover for issue 43 ‘Dial M for
Monster’ a Super Cover issue, which is in
my opinion one of the iconic covers from
the early days. Were those corrections
yours or the art editors?
JH: (Laughs) No, they were mine!
Ben K Sy: And you got away with putting
your signature on the bottle of ink on the
cover! I thought they weren’t keen at all
with artists leaving signatures on their
artwork, especially the front cover?
JH: Yeah, I got away with that one! I
loved signing my work and still do.
Ben K Sy: Thank you very much for your
time John, we’ve had a wonderful time at
Lawless and it’s been an absolute
pleasure to speak with you.

1977-2000AD THE FRIENDLIEST FAN PAGE
IN THE GALAXY BY DAVE HEELEY & BEN K SY

W

hen 2000AD hit the news
stands in the spring of 1977
I was only 3 years old.

One of my earliest memories is lying on
my brother’s bedroom floor and leafing
through a copy of Prog 3, gazing with
wonder at Dinosaurs fighting against future
cowboys. 42 years later the wonder is still
there, perhaps tinged with a touch of
middle aged cynicism but there
nonetheless.
Like a lot of fans I stopped reading the
prog during the dark ages of the 1990’s,
discovering nightclubs and girls seemed
more important than following the ongoing
adventures of Judge Dredd and the
recently deceased Johnny Alpha. I would
still look at 2000AD in the shop and
wonder about its contents, but for a
decade and a half other interests took over.
I returned to the world of 2000AD through
classic graphic novels and eventually I
began to collect both the weekly prog and
the monthly Judge Dredd megazine which
led to me helping run the 1977-2000AD
fan page.
Ben had created the page back in the early
days of Facebook but it was a fairly inactive
group when he decided he wanted to take
on more Admins and push towards being
the go-to fan page for 2000AD enthusiasts.
Early on I realised that while it was a fairly
niche fandom people were crying out for
information about what was happening not
just with 2000AD but the creators behind
the stories that they followed from week to

week. As such the Admin team made a
point of sharing and curating as much
content from both Rebellion publishing
and the artists and writers involved as we
could find. This was warmly received and
within a few short months our numbers had
grown from a few hundred quiet fans to
1500 fans clamouring for news, gossip and
competitions on a regular basis.
We have also been blessed with a large
amount of creators regularly getting
involved in discussions on our page. The
likes of Steve MacManus and John Wagner
can be found answering the queries of fans
who find it hard to believe that their idols
are not only interacting with them but
enjoying it in the process.
Our contact with creators has been
incredible, over the last few months we
have interviewed the likes of John Wagner,
John Higgins and Ian Gibson all of whom
are not only wonderfully open and
gracious with their time but also surprised
and delighted at how much they mean to
the fandom.
2018 was a pretty bad year for 2000AD
fans, in short order we lost both Carlos
Ezquerra and Ron Smith. The fan
community was hit hard and whilst we have
wonderful memories literally at our
fingertips I still felt something needed to
be done to recognise the incredible impact
that these creators had upon us. I also
wanted to commemorate not just the
people we had lost but also those still with
us creating 2000AD today, from this the
Golden Squirrel awards was born.

I chose to name our awards The Golden
Squirrels after the affectionate nickname
that Carlos Ezquerra was known to many
fans by. As a child I’d always wanted to take
part in the Eagle awards and so I figured
something along those lines might prove
to be engaging if not necessarily popular. I
hand-picked a group of “Judges” and
between us all we came up with a short list
of names who would be voted on in a
series of internet polls such as Favourite
artist and Favourite villain. Little did we
know that it would not only prove to be
incredibly popular but winners such as
Glenn Fabry and Steve MacManus were
incredibly happy to be awarded something
voted for by the fans of 2000AD. After the
success of the first Golden Squirrel awards
we plan on making 2019s’ version even
bigger with a much greater community
participation.

Dave Heeley. The '77?

T

he was 1977. Before the summer's
Silver Jubilee celebrations were over,
my 11plus results due, and Star Wars
was worth a three hour wait to see, 2000AD
was published. And my pocket money
went up. And eventually I heard of punk.
For an avid comic reader I don't think
there's been a richer era. Apparently at four
I was, reading Asterix, Whizzer and Chips,
Dandy and the Beano. I then bought
Monster Fun, Krazy, Valiant, Warlord, Lookin, Battle, Action and then of course,
2000AD. I was getting through 20-30
stories a week. If any of my friends,
especially their sisters read different titles, I
read those too. War stories, sporting tales,
true life romance, horror and sci-fi. in all
about 150 pages a week. But time moves
on.

Here we are, almost 2020. What has been
the synthesis of all those stories across an
entire generation where millions read
comics? Not imaginable to kid back then,
who's notion of future world's was
connected to around 200,000 fellow
readers, with a date that was 20 odd years
off distant. Sure the stories themselves
could set in past or far flung future realms,
but the promise itself was in the title. And
that element has now gone.
What happened to those futures we were
promised? What happened to the
200,000? Where would they look for
inspiration and strips that would create a
world, destroy the world and re-build if
necessary, in a four page story now?
A simple question posed by a 1977
member 'Why don't we do one?' on a
thread was responded to by many. It had
been in my thoughts for a year or so, and I
commited to do so in the conversation with
Eamonn Clarke at Mega City bookclub. I'd
contributed my responses for the review of
'Origins' and I was asked on 1977's future
plans. It seemed inevitable with so many
talented people who were submitting their
published work, sketches, treatments and
ideas in the group. We have a massive
amount of interaction in the group so
things get reviewed, critiqued, commented
on and all in a very friendly atmosphere.
With that sense of friendship I believe that
an interesting comic will be created. Now
20 or so artists, writers, editors and general
hangers on, yours included, are all pulling
together to produce the '77 for spring
2020.
The '77 will be crowdfunding in the
autumn. Get more details at 1977-2000AD.

Alan Holloway
THE 2000AD
FANZINES

2

000AD graced the shelves of UK
newsagents in February 1977, at a
time when the UK was gripped by
the fashion and music phenomenon
known as punk. Like the punk rock
enthusiasts, 2000AD didn't play by the
normal rules and beat it's own pathway
through a boys comic jungle that was
growing stale from too many war and
sports titles. There was a rabid fan base,
and as a result some of the more
creative ones would create their own
comic strips based on their favourite
characters, and those who were a bit
more organized made entire magazines
dedicated to 2000AD, scribbled by
amateurs and photocopied at
someone's Dad's work behind the
bosses back. Whilst punk and it's
fanzines died out long ago, 2000AD still
stands strong, and still inspires many
talented artists, writers and editors to
pay homage in the only way they know
how.
The interesting thing about dedicated
fanzines is the fact that you're playing in
somebody else's sandbox. After all,
Judge Dredd is the property of 2000AD
owners Rebellion, who are known to be
very protective of their characters. In
addition to this you have the actual
creators of the characters, which in the
case of Dredd and Strontium Dog
Johnny Alpha (amongst many others) is
John Wagner (with artist Carlos
Ezquerra). One can imagine the ire of a
writer who sees their beloved creation
manhandled by some jumped up

fanzine wannabe, but Wagner is cool
with it. 'I'm happy for fans to use my
characters as long as it's in non-profit
fanzines,' he says. 'I read some now and
then - some of the stories are actually
quite good. I'm particularly impressed
by the standard of Zarjaz and
Dogbreath. It's a good place for
budding pro artists to cut their teeth.'
Original editor of Zarjaz Andrew Lewis
recalls that not all creators were so
amiable about their characters being
played with. 'We had been warned off
using characters created by Grant
Morrison and Alan Moore,' he said, 'but
nobody had advised us against using
Pat's (Mills) creations. The first issue
included Slaine and Torquemada, and I
received a letter from Pat explaining his
disatisfaction with this. He was extremely
polite and very complimentary about
ZARJAZ and completely understood our
motives for creating it. However he
requested that we didn't use any of his
characters and pointed out that we
should really have been advised of this
already, quoting examples of where his
characters had been used without his
permission previously in 2000AD itself.
Naturally I apologised and the whole
thing was resolved very amicably with
Pat wishing us well and promising to
promote us on his website. It did mean
scrapping some stories already written
for issue 2, including a Termight based
script completed by Si Spurrier which I
still have a copy of, though I'm sure he's
long forgotten about it now.'
Ah, yes... Zarjaz and it's sister publication
Dogbreath. These two fanzines are the
backbone of the UK 2000AD fan scene,
appearing a few times a year and

featuring some, quite frankly, amazing
work from non professional writers and
artists. Whilst Zarjaz is happy to take a
scattergun approach when it comes to
characters, Dogbreath draws exclusively
from the well of the aforementioned
Strontium Dog universe. Commissioning
Editor, letterer and general flag waver
for these publications is Dave Evans,
better known as Bolt-01 in the faniverse.
Dave is obviously the go to guy to ask
about 2000AD fanzines, so I asked him
how he got into it in the first place.
'I've drawn for pretty much my entire life.
In the late 1980's I produced a series of
self published comics that I shopped
around for a year or so. Then in the early
2000's I got a computer and discovered
the early 2000 AD forum, which even
contained fan comics! I wrote and drew
some strips featuring a Strontium Dog
(Whistler) that I eventually collected and
Dr Bob (original Dogbreath editor)
agreed to let me put them out as a
Dogbreath special. After that I was
hooked and have been here ever since.
These days my role as editor and letterer
takes up so much time that these days I
rarely get to draw.'
There's certainly something about
2000AD and it's strips that produces
dedicated fans. I asked Dave what made
him want to write his own stories. '2000
AD is, in my opinion, the finest comic
being published,' he replied. 'The
opportunities for stories in the worlds
created for Tharg are as varied as the
worlds themselves. They make an
excellent playground for a fan to explore
and in doing so learn to tell the types of
stories that readers of 2000 AD want.'
Richmond Clements, who also edites

and writes for both publications, is in full
agreement. 'Cliche as it is, it really is the
Galaxy's Greatest Comic. Who wouldn't
want to play in that sandbox?'
Both men are happy with the fact that
Rebellion pretty much leave them alone,
trusting them not to be dicks, but they
stress that anyone thinking of doing a
similar publication should 100% get full
permission first. 'They own the property,
after all,' states Richmond. 'It's an
astounding privilege to be allowed to
play with these characters. I've said it
before, but can you imagine DC allowing
fans to put out their own Batman
comics? It'd never happen.'
1980s/1990s 2000AD editor Richard
Burton (not that one) recalls that in his
time he came across fanzines but rarely
had any reason to intervene. 'Only one
spectacularly crossed the line by
reprinting some of Simon Bisley's work
and claiming credit as their own,' he
recalls. 'We had to issue a cease and
desist order to stop them. Overall we
were happy with the fan activities we saw
- as long as they weren't expecting us to
supply material and information to them.
Publishing a weekly comic took up every
waking minute of each day as it was.'
As with Tharg in 2000AD, the fanzines
have their own mysterious editors, and
in Dogbreath it's Dr Bob, a bearded lady
who goes by the real name of Amanda
Kear, and she was in the 'zine game even
before Dave and Richmond as the
original Dogbreath editor. 'I'd been
involved with science fiction fandom and
their fanzines (mainly Dr Who and
Blake's 7 based ones) since I was at
school. I'd also been writing Strontium
Dog fan fiction since I was at school. I

started writing SD fanfic when the
Portrait of a Mutant story ran in 2000AD.
In the mid 90s I had a "Doh!" moment
and realised I could combine these 2
interests to produce a Strontium Dog
fanzine.'
Although the fanzines are very careful
not to make a profit (this is one of
Rebellion's caveats, which is fair
enough), it's still a rewarding endeavor.
'People saying they'd enjoyed it and
demanding to know when the next one
was coming out,' said Amanda when I
ask what she loved about her time. 'Alan
Grant and John Wagner giving me
contact details so I could post them
copies. Fan artists and writers wanting to
contribute. Dave and Richmond asking if
they could take over producing
Dogbreath when I decided to stop. (If
you only want one aspect, take that last
one).'
Dave Evans is in agreement over the
contributors. 'There are so many
wonderful things' he said. 'From seeing
writers and artists make the transition
from fan to droid, to seeing all the
amazing scripts and artwork as it arrives
to collecting the latest issues from the
printer. It really is a labour of love.'
Indeed, it's pertinent that the fanzines
have seen more than a few future
2000AD contributors come through the
ranks. Amanda is happy to reel of a few
names: 'Rufus, PJ Holden, Al Ewing, Gary
Wilkinson,Gary Simpson'. ' I'm wary to
throw names around,' says Evans
modestly, 'but they include: Mike Carroll,
Karl Stock, Conor Boyle, Dan Cornwell,
Paul Williams, Neil Roberts and I'm sure
I've missed some.'

As well as bringing new writers into the
world of publication, the fanzines often
sport gorgeous covers from current
2000AD artists, with the superb Colin
MacNeil cover on the current issue of
Dogbreath being a fine example. Dave is
modest when asked how he manages
this on a limited budget. 'The wonderful
art droids at Thargs disposal will very
often just agree as part of a
conversation,' he conesses. 'I've been
turned down of course, but more often
than not they say yes. As for the limited
budget - I've found that offering to
provide funds for tea and biscuits to be a
wonderful help.'
Original Zarjaz editor Andrew Lewis
even managed to bring established
creators to the fanzine. 'For the second
issue I managed to get Alan Grant to
write a short tongue-in-cheek Anderson
story,' he reavealed to me. 'Later Jay
Eales persuaded Henry Flint and Simon
Fraser to contribute artwork to one of his
stories. It was great to have a few
professionals involved and I think it
helped make everyone feel that bit
closer to their goal of becoming a
professional themselves. The interviews
also helped bridge the gap between the
fans and the creators and as well as Alan
Grant and Frazer Irving we published a
very lengthy exclusive interview with
Alan Moore. No money exchanged
hands, it was all done on a very friendly,
'happy to help' basis.'
Finally, we turn to the new kid on the
2000AD fanzine block, Belfast based
Sector13. Started by the popular fan
group of the same name, the fanzine
sets itself apart by being A4 to Zarjaz's
A5, and also in full colour using quality

paper stock. What immediatelty stands
out inside is the opening Judges photo
story, featuring dedicated cosplayers,
that is surprisingly good. Editor Peter
Duncan explains: 'They started as a way
of getting as many of the Dredd
cosplayers from our group involved in
the zine, but have now developed into
something more. We’re developing the
characters of the cosplayer Judges and
featuring them in other stories.'
Sector 13 has also steered away from
using 2000AD main characters as much
as possible, and instead set their stories
in the worlds the main characters
inhabit. 'In the future we’ll only be
looking for strips set in the worlds of
2000 AD (or beyond) rather than
featuring Dredd or Johnny Alpha or
Rogue Trooper.' confirmed Peter. Much
like other fanzines it's a labour of love
rather than profit. 'Money from sales is
used solely to fund the printing of the
next issue, and the occasional reprint of
past issues when we run out of copies.
We’re very strict about that. Nobody gets
paid, nobody claims expenses. We do
this because we love doing it.'
Having read the issues so far, I can highly
recommend the mag, which peter
agrees has improved over time. 'It’s got
bigger for one thing,' he said. 'Last
couple of issues have been 44 pages,
which is a sweet spot for pages v cost,
when you take printing and postage into
account. Increased sales issue by issue
allowed us to move from 24 pages in
issue 1 to where we are now, without
increasing the price of the zine. Also we
think we’re able to fill the pages with
great quality material. We’ve built up a
talented set of writers and artists who

want to work with us and we can see
development in the quality of their
contributions issue by issue. We’re also
getting new people coming to us all the
time and have a lot of great creators to
choose from. I think we’ve also become
more adventurous. Looking at different
storytelling techniques and trying new
things, like linking stories and
developing the characters of the Judges
in our photo-story.'
So there you have it, a small look into the
world of 2000AD fanzines. I recommend
all three as a damned good read, and
you never know – maybe you'll be one of
the future writers, artists or even editors,
but if it's the last don't forget to ask
Tharg first!
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